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If you have come here for plastic cup thermoforming machinery, you have come into the right page. We are an
experienced thermoforming machine manufacturer and supplier, located in China. On this page, we will introduce you our
HFTF0660A and HFTF-660C cup thermoforming machines. These two plastic cup making machine can be used in the
molding of PP, PS, HIPS, PVC and PET plastic sheet and the production of many kinds of food package containers such as
milk cup, jelly cup, ice-cream cup, cake plate, and fast-noodle bowl.

Cup Thermoforming Machine, HFTF-660A Cup Machine
The features and parameters of this types of cup making machine are as follows.
1. 10.4 Inch touch screen
2. Micro-PLC control system
3. Japan Panasonic Inverter
4. Japan Omron encoder and electric elements
5. This plastic cup thermoforming machine is able to finish feeding, heating, drawing, forming and cutting at a stroke.
Main technical parameter
Max. Forming Area
Width Range of Sheet
Max. Forming Depth
Sheet Thickness Range
Max. Dia of Sheet Roil
Air Pressure
Water Consumption
Air Consumption
Manufacturing Speed
Power
Heating Motor
Main Motor
Feeding Motor
Rewinding Motor

620×250mm
400-650mm
125mm
0.25-2.5mm
φ800mm
0.7Mpa
50Liter/min(15~20℃)
2000Liter/min
10-32cycles/min
AC380v±15v 3phase four wire
70kw
11kw
2.2kw
0.37kw

Cup Thermoforming Machine, HFTF-660C Cup Machine
Feature
1. When this plastic thermoforming machine is used for manufacturing round containers, it is capable of completing
material feeding, heating, drawing, forming and cutting at one-stop.
2. When used for square containers and containers of any other shape, Hengfeng plastic cup making equipment is able to
finish the following steps at a stroke, that is, material feeding, heating, drawing, forming, cutting and transporting.
Main technical parameter
Max .Forming Area
620×450mm
Width Range of Sheet
400-650mm
Max. Forming Depth
125mm
Sheet Thickness Range
0.25-2.5mm
Max. Dia of Sheet Roil
φ800mm
Air Pressure
0.7Mpa
Water Consumption
50Liter/min(15~20℃)
Air Consumption
2000Liter/min
Manufacturing Speed
10-32cycles/min
Power
AC380v±15v 3phase four wire
Heating Motor
70kw
Main Motor
11kw
Feeding Motor
2.2kw
Rewinding Motor
0.37kw
We are a professional cup thermoforming machine manufacturer in China. We are trying our best to use highly automatic
production facilities in order to improve production efficiency, and we also make improvements on existing products
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according to customers’ feedbacks. As a result of all the efforts we have made, our plastic processing machines are
practical and market-oriented. We are located in Rui’an China, where resources are rich and transportation is convenient.
The advantageous geographical location gives an effective control on the cost of material, logistics, and labor force.
In addition to thermoforming machinery, we at Hengfeng can also offer plastic extrusion machinery, printing machinery,
and more. If you have any need, please feel free to contact us. We sincerely hope that you can come and cooperate with
us.
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